
Fall 2018 Study Guide 

Your certification test is based on material from Profiler Training 101, the 16 Avatars, and the 

Profiler Tools.  If you’ve listened to all the sessions, thought through the concepts, and done your 20 

Profiling Sessions, you shouldn’t need hours of study.  The test isn’t designed to be tricky or make you 

sift through the material for random facts.   

Most of the questions are multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, etc.  Some of them ask you to think 

through a scenario and come up with your own ideas, based on the principles you’ve learned.  For these 

questions, there are many possible correct answers.     

The test needs to be done in one sitting.  It will probably take you between 45 and 90 minutes to 

complete.  I’ll post a link in our Slack channel no later than September 1st, and it will be due September 

17th.     

 

The Dichotomies 

--Characteristics of Introverts/Extraverts, Sensors/Intuitives, Thinkers/Feelers, and Judgers/Perceivers 

 Eg.  Sally talks loudly, with wide-open vowels.  Is this a characteristic of an Introvert, or an 

Extravert?  

 Eg. Rex doesn’t jump to connect during his profiling session, and he has a very steady gaze.  Is he 

most likely a Thinker or a Feeler? 

 

--Approximately how common each Dichotomy is in the population  

 Eg.  Approximately what percentage of women are Feelers?   

 

--What constitutes the Cognitive Function stack of an Introvert, Extravert, Sensor, Intuitive, Thinker, 

Feeler, Perceiver, and Judger. 

Eg.  Joey has the following Cognitive Function stack:  Fe, Si, Ne, Ti.  Is he a Judger or a Perceiver?   



Cognitive Functions and Polarities 

--What a Cognitive Function is, and the technical names, abbreviations, and nicknames for all 8 Cognitive 

Functions. 

Eg. What is the nickname for Extraverted Sensing?  How would you abbreviate it? 

 

--What each Cognitive Function looks like on its own and in each position in the Car Model 

Eg.  Which Cognitive Function wants to get things done in an efficient way that will be 

sustainable over time?  

Eg.  Which Cognitive Function asks the question “What feels right to me?” 

 

--Which Cognitive Functions are Judging vs. Perceiving functions, and what Judging and Perceiving 

functions help us do 

 Eg. Is Ne a Judging Function or a Perceiving function?   

 

--Recognize the functions that can look alike, and describe what you might do to tell them apart (you 

might want to rewatch the session called “Cousin Functions,” which is in the Profiler Tools) 

 Eg.  How might a Ti vs. Fi driver be mistaken for each other?   

 

--Know what a polarity is, what the 4 polarities are that we use in profiling, and what they’re focused on 

Eg.  Which polarity is most interested in examining the relationship between routine and 

novelty?   

 

 

 



The Car Model 

--In the Car Model, determine which cognitive functions are conscious vs. unconscious, competent vs. 

incompetent 

 Eg.   Grant is an ISFJ.  Which Cognitive Function does he use with unconscious competence?   

 

--What each position in the Car Model does (Driver, Co-pilot, 10-year-old, 3-year-old)   

 Eg.  Sam is an INTP.  Which Cognitive Function will you advise him to deliberately develop?  Why 

might he have avoided developing this Cognitive Function in the past?   

 Eg.  Adam is an ENTJ.  What might he act like when he’s feeling defensive? 

 

--What each Cognitive Function looks like in each position in the Car Model, including as a weakness 

 Eg.  What is the 10-year-old of an ISTJ called, and how can it act in times of defensiveness?   

 Eg.  Laurie is an ESFJ, and she’s extremely overwhelmed taking care of people.  Suddenly, she 

starts becoming cold and critical, which is not like her at all.  What is happening?  Which Cognitive 

Function is she likely using?  

 

The 16 Types 

--Characteristics of each personality type  

 Eg.  People of this type love to “engage with the environment. . . in order to create new 

possibilities.”   a. ESTJ  b. ISTP c. INTJ d. ENFP 

Eg. People of this type might use their tertiary process to speculate about other people. . . . “I 

wonder what’s going on in THAT house!”   a. INFJ  b. ESFJ  c. ISTP  d. ENTJ 

 

--The Car Model for each personality type, including a couple bullet points for each Cognitive Function 

where it belongs in the car  



The Interview 

--Understand your role in a profiling session (securing the perimeter, checking in frequently, dealing 

with rapport breakers, etc.) 

 Eg. True or False:  Your main job as a profiler is to be a human test machine, replicating the 

process of taking a forced-choice test as closely as possible 

 

--The Flow Question:  why it’s important, what it helps you figure out, how to use it in profiling 

 Eg.  You ask him the Flow Question, and Luke says what he loves to do most is “Wandering 

around in nature.”  How could you follow up to get more out of his answer?   

 

--Basic questions you can ask during a profiling session and which Dichotomies they are designed to help 

you figure out 

 Eg.  “Do you lead with your head, or your heart?” is a question designed to help you figure out 

which Dichotomy? 

 

--The Ladder of Abstraction, and how it can help you in a profiling session 

 Eg. You ask Mark the FLOW question, and his answer is, “When you ask what I LOVE to do. . . . 

what do you really mean by the word ‘LOVE’?  Are we really certain that such a concept exists?’”  Is his 

answer high or low on the Ladder of Abstraction?  Is he most likely a Sensor, or an Intuitive? 

 

-Tiebreaker questions when you’re stuck between two types 

 Eg.  Elinore is either an ENFP or an ENFJ.  What could you ask her next to help you figure it out?   

 Eg.  Roger is either an ESTJ or an ISTJ.  How will you determine which type fits better? 

 Eg. You can’t tell whether Jeanne is an ISFJ or INFJ.  List at least 2 questions you might ask her to 

find out. 


